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On Matroids which have Precisely One Basis in Common 
ANDREAS w. M. DRESS 
A theorem concerning matroids is proved which-specialized to representable matroids-implies 
that given a non-singular quadratic n x n-matrix A = (a,1 ) and some k E {I, ... , n- I} such 
that for any subset S ,;:; {1, ... , n} of cardinality k different from {I, ... , k}, the product 
det((a,1 ),~ 1 .... ,k;Jes) • det((a,1 );~k+l .... ,n;i¢s) in the Laplace expansion of A with respect to the 
first k and the last n - k rows vanishes, there exists some i E {k + I, ... , n} with a" = 
a2, = · · · = ak, = 0 or some i E {I, ... , k} with ak+l,i = ak+Z.i = · · · = a., = 0. 
In this note I want to prove the following: 
THEOREM I. Let A = (a,j)i,j~I ...... be a non-singular quadratic n x n-matrix over a 
commutative field. Then for any k E { 1, ... , n - 1} the following two statements are 
equivalent: 
(a) In the Laplace expansion of detA with respect to the first k and the last n - k rows 
only the fir~t summand det((aij)i,j~I ..... k) • det((aij)i,j~k+I ..... ) does not vanish, i.e. for 
all S ~ {1, ... , n} with #S = k and S =F {1, ... , k} one has det((aij);~I ..... k;jEs) · 
det((aij)i~k+I .... ,n;Us) = 0; 
(b) There exist two sequences of subsets 0 = A0 ~ A 1 ~ A2 ~ · · · ~ A, = { 1, ... , k} 
and0 = B0 ~ B1 ~ B2 ~ · · · ~ B, = {k + 1, ... , n}suchthatforanye = 1, ... , r 
and any i E Au the (n - k)-column vector (ak+l.i• ... , a.;) depends on the family of(n - k)-
column vectors {(ak+l,j• ... , a.j)(IJ E Bu-d while for any i E Be the k-column vector 
(a1i, .•• , aki) depends on the family of k-column vectors {(a1j, •.• , akj)li E Au-d· 
COROLLARY. If A satisfies condition (a) of Theorem 1, then there exists some i E 
{1, ... , k} with ak+l,i = · · · = a., = 0 or there exists some i E {k + 1, ... , n} with 
ali = a2i = · · · ak, = 0. 
Similarly, there exists some }0 E {1, ... , k} such that for all S ~ {1, ... , n} with 
#S = k andj0 ¢ S one has 
det((a,j)i~I ..... k;jEs) = 0 
or there exists some }0 E { k + 1, ... , n} such that for all S ~ { 1, ... , n} with # S = k 
and }0 E S one has 
PRooF OF THE CoROLLARY. Since A must satisfy condition (b) as well if it satisfies (a), 
we may choose 0 = A0 ~ A 1 ~ • • • ~ A, = {1, ... , k} and 0 = B0 ~ B1 ~ • • • ~ 
B, = {k + 1, ... , n} as stated in (b). Choose e E {1, ... , r} minimal such that 
Ae u Be =F 0 (w.l.o.g. one may even assume (2 = 1, i.e. A 1 u B1 =F 0). Then, if 
i E Ae =F 0, the (n - k)-vector (ak+l,i• ... , a.;) depends on the empty family and so, it 
must be the 0-vector, whereas if i E Be =F 0 the same holds for (a 1i, ... , ak;). 
Similarly, if (2 is maximal such that Au 0 Be =F {1, ... , n}, then one may choose any }0 
in {1, ... , n} \(Ae 0 Be) to establish the second part of the corollary. 
PRooF OF THEOREM 1. The proof of this result depends on inductive arguments which 
are most easily stated in terms of matroids. Hence we begin by translating the above result 
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into a statement concerning certain matroids (see [1] for all of the basic concepts concerning 
matroids used below): Let E == {1, ... , n} and consider onE the two matroid structures 
defined by 
AI = (aij)i~l .... ,k;j~l .... ,n and by A2 = (aij)i~k+l, ... ,n:j~l .... ,n• 
i.e. consider 
f141 == {S ~ {1, ... , n}l #S = k and det((aij);~ 1 •... ,k;jes) #- 0}, 
the set of bases defined by A1 , and 
!112 == {T ~ {1, ... , n} I :If T = n - k and det((a;j);~k+I, ... ,n;jeT) #- 0}, 
the set of bases, defined by !112. Assumption (a) is obviously equivalent with the statement 
that for S E !111 one has {1, ... , n} \S E !112 if and only if S = {1, ... , k}, while assump-
tion (b) is equivalent with the existence of two sequences of families 
0 = A0 ~ A 1 ~ • • • ~ A, = { 1, ... , k}, 
and 
0 = Bo ~ B1 ~ • • • ~ B, = {k + 1, .. . , n}, 
such that for each (! = 1, ... , r the set Ae is f142 -dependent of Be-I while Be is f141-
dependent of Ae-I. Hence Theorem 1 follows from 
THEOREM 1 '. Let E be a finite set of cardinality n. Let !111 be the set of bases of some 
matroid of rank k, defined onE, and let f142 be the set of bases of some matroid of rank n - k, 
defined on E. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) There exists one and only one basis S E f141 such that E\S E !112. 
(b) There exists some basis S E f141 with T == E\S E !112 and there exist sequences of subsets 
0 = A0 ~ A 1 ~ • • • ~ A, = S and 0 = B0 ~ B1 ~ · · · ~ B, = T such that for any 
(! = 1, ... , r each Ae is !!lrdependent of Be-l and each Be is !111 -dependent of Ae-I. 
PRooF. Replacing !112 by the set of bases of the dual matroid, Theorem 1' is easily seen 
to be equivalent to the following theorem which is actually the one we are going to prove: 
THEOREM 1". Let E = {1, ... , n} be a finite set on which two sets of bases !111 and f142 
of matroids of the same rank k are given. Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(a) :If (!111 n !112) = 1 
(b) There exists a common basis S E !111 n !112 and two sequences of subsets 
0 = A0 ~ A 1 ~ • • • ~ A, = S 
and 
0 = B0 ~ B1 ~ · · · ~ B, = E\S, 
such that for each(! = 1, ... 'reach Be is !Ill-dependent of Ae-1 while Ae ~ nBe~2.BnBq-l ~0 B. 
PRooF. (b) => (a): Assume S' E !111 n f142. Since B0 n S' = 0 there exists some largest(! 
with Be(") S' = 0. If(! < r, then S' E f142 implies Ae ~ Ae+l ~ nBe~2.BnB.~0 B ~ S' and 
therefore Be+ 1 n S' = 0 since Be+ 1 is disjoint from, but f141 -dependent of Ae ~ S', while 
S' E !111 is !111-independent-a contradiction to the choice of(!. Hence we must have (! = r, 
i.e. B, n S' = 0, which implies S = S', q.e.d. 
(a) => (b): Let us start by proving that (a) implies UBe~, B #- E or nBe~2 B #- 0, i.e. that the 
(partly dualized) matroidal version of the above corollary holds. So assume nBe~2 B = 0 
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and S = {x1, ... , xd. We have to prove that E contains a .111-loop, i.e. that UBE!i, B # E, 
which is done by induction with respect ton = #E. For each X; E S there exists necessarily 
some B; E .112 with X; f/: B;. Hence, using the matroid basis exchange property, there exists 
some Y; E B;\ S with { y;} u (S\ {x;}) E .112. So, if we restrict .112 to E' = { x1 , ••• , xk> 
YI> ... ' Yd we still have nBE!iz,B,; E' B = 0 and therefore it is enough to show that E' 
contains a .111-loop, i.e. that UBE!i, ,B,; E' B # E'. So assume the opposite, i.e. assume 
UBE!i,,B,;£' B = E'. Using our induction hypothesis this implies in particular E' = E. 
Moreover, applying our induction hypothesis with respect to the matroids on E\ {X;} 
defined by contraction for the various X;, we see that .111 I {X;} == { B\ {X;} I X; E B E .111} must 
have a loop in E\ {X;} since the intersection of all the B' E .112 I {X;} == { B\ {X;} I X; E B E .112} 
is necessarily empty. If z; E E\{x;} is one such .111l{x;}-loop, we have necessarily 
z; E { y1, ... , yd. Moreover, since we assumed E not to contain a .111-loop, we have 
necessarily B' u {z;} E .111 for any B' E .11If{x;}, i.e. in any basis BE .111 containing X; 
we can replace X; by Z;. Since this holds for all i = 1, ... , k we get {z1, ... , zd E .111. 
Since {z1, ... , zd c:;; {y1, ... , yd, this implies {z1, ... , zd = {y1, ... , Yk} E .111, in 
particular Y; # yj for all i # ). So we may assume our induction hypothesis also with 
respect to the matroids on E\ { y;} defined by deleting the various Yi- Now .111\ { y;} == 
{ B E .1111 Y; f/: B} retains its property that U BE !I,\ 1 r;} B = E\ { y;}, so we must have 
nBE!iz\{y;) B = nBE!iz,y;¢B B # 0. But, since {xi, ... ' xk> yj}\{xJ E .112\{y;} for each 
j # i we have nBE!iz,MB B c:;; {x;}. Hence we get X; E B for any BE .112 with 
Y; f/: B, in particular { x1, ... , xk, yj) \ {X;} f/: .112 for all j # i, i.e. yj is .112 -dependent of 
{ x1, ••• , xd \ {x;} for all i # ), which implies that yj is .112 -dependent of { xj} for all). Since 
moreover yj is not a .112-loop by its very construction, we get that we can replace xj by yj 
in each basis B E .112 with xj E B, so in particular we get { y1, ... , Yd E .111 n .112, a 
contradiction. 
It is now straightforward to show that (a) implies (b), again by induction with respect to 
n = #E: put AI := nBE!iz Band Bl := E\(UBE!i, B) and apply the induction hypothesis 
with respect to the two matroids, defined onE' == E\(A1 0 B1), whose sets of bases are 
.11[ == {B\A 1IB E .111 and A1 c:;; B} and .11~ == {B\A 1IB E .112 and B n B1 = 0}, respect-
ively, to derive the existence of sequences 
0 = A~ c:;; A; c:;; • • • c:;; A;. = S\A 1 
and 
0 = B~ c:;; B[ c:;; • • • c:;; B;. = E\(S 0 B1), 
such that for each l! = 1, ... , r' each B; is .11 [-dependent of A~_ 1 while A~ c:;; 
nBE!i' BnB' =0 B. Then 2• e-1 
0 = Ao c:;; A1 c:;; A2 ==AI 0 A{ c:;; A3 ==AI 0 A~ c:;; • • • c:;; Ar'+I ==AI 0 A,. = S 
and 
0 = B0 c:;; B1 c:;; B2 == B1 0 B[ c:;; B3 == B1 0 B2 c:;; • • • c:;; B,.+ 1 == B1 0 B,. = E\S 
will satisfy the conditions of the theorem. 
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